Abstract. In realizing a homomorphic encryption system, the operations of encrypt, decypt, and recrypt constitute major portions. The most important common operation for each back-bone operations include a polynomial modulo multiplication for over million-bit integers, which can be obtained by performing integer Fourier transform, also known as number theoretic transform. In this paper, we adopt and modify an algorithm for calculating big integer multiplications introduced by Schonhage-Strassen to propose an efficient algorithm which can save memory. The proposed architecture of number theoretic transform has been implemented on an FPGA and evaluated.
Introduction
MIT selects 10 state-of-the-art technologies that are expected to have large effects later every year and announces the technologies on the website named Technology Review and the 10 technologies selected in 2011 are; cancer genomics, cloud streaming, crash-proof code, gestural interfaces, homomorphic encryption, social indexing, smart transformers, solid-state batteries, separating chromosomes, and synthetic cells [1] . Among them, the technology to be studied in this project is related to homomorphic encryption (HE) and this technology can process operations of encrypted data at high speed without decrypting the data.
FHE is suitable for information protection in future society as it is applicable to sensitive data in cloud systems, hospital diagnosis records, National Health Insurance Service or tax affairs information, and bank data and is internally based on lattice cryptography. [2] 
Fully Homomorphic Encryption
FHE had been hardly studied until it was proved to be valid by Gentry in the USA in 2009. Recently, a paper of a university in South Korea that proposed a fully homomorphic cryptogram system from a mathematical viewpoint using the Chinese remainder theorem and the lattice theory was published in the conference EuroCrypt 2013, which is authoritative in the field of cryptology [3] .
Although problems of HE were derived immediately after Professor Rivest of MIT presented the concepts of RSA and public key cryptogram algorithms in 1978, these problems remained as unsolved problems in cryptology for 30 years thereafter until they began to receive attention in the academia after the validity of HE was proved in September 2009 by Craig Gentry, a graduate student of Stanford University. As of July 2016 when less than seven years had passed since then, the number of times of citation of Gentry's doctoral dissertation reached 2924 (basis: Google scholar) to bring about explosive demand for research in the fields of mathematics, computer science, and electricity and electronics [4] . The technique and principle of somewhat homomorphic encryption (SWHE) are as follows.
Key setting
-The following variables are determined from the given safety parameter.
:bit length of the secret key, : bit length of the error, : bit lengths of public keys that include errors, : number of public keys , ′ : bit length of the secondary error used in encryption -Select an odd number of an arbitrary bit length . -Determine integers that will be used as public keys for ≦ ≦ as shown by equation 2 below. where, is arbitrary integers smaller than − , is error values that satisfy − ≦ ≦ .
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-Rearrange the selected in order of size so that becomes the largest value. where, is assumed to be an odd number that satisfies ' ( ) = '.
-The final public keys are ( , , ⋯ , ) and the secret key is p.
Encryption stage
-Plain text m is assumed to be a value of 0 or 1. This is, m ∈ {0,1}.
-Arbitrarily select j that satisfies 1 ≦ j ≦ τ and arbitrarily select j pieces of elements from among public keys(x 1 , ⋯ , x τ ). Assume the selected elements to be(x 1 ′ , ⋯ , x j ′ ). 
In the encryption stage, plain text m is hidden by the sum of random number r and arbitrarily selected public keys. Since public keys x i have been selected as x i = q i * p + r i respectively, the q i * p parts becomes extinct by the calculation of (c mod p), which is the first stage of the process of decryption and only the errors parts r i remains. On review the encryption stage, it can be seen that all these error parts have been multiplied by constant 2. Therefore all of them are eliminated by the mod 2 operation, which is the second stage of decryption.
In addition, operations of cryptograms c 1 = m 1 + 2r 1 + 2 ∑ x i (mod x 0 )and c 2 = m 2 + 2r 2 + 2 ∑ x i (mod x 0 ) for plain text can now be performed as shown by equations 5 and 6 below. 
Memory Saving Algorithm
In [5] , the authors tried to save the memory space by dividing n-iterations into two dimensions to implement an efficient architecture. We further apply this concept to divide n-iterations into four as shown in Fig. 1 . With the trade of time and area, we achieve the low memory space at the cost of increased time, which is tolerable for functioning Ring-LWE encryption system 
Conclusion
The most important operation in implementing encryption systems is modular multiplication of large integers exceeding one million bits, which is multiplication operations for very large integers that can be obtained by repeatedly performing Fourier transform and integer Fourier transform, which is modular reduction, of the result of the multiplication operation. In the present study, the integer Fourier transform in Strassen method was improved to use the minimum capacity of memory so that it can be applied to the implementation of Ring-LWE on FPGA .
